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Historical Context

• Changes in the governance of science
• From deficit to dialogue

– Bodmer to Science and Society

• Upstream engagement
• Crises in scientific legitimacy/reliability
• Public dialogue

– GM Nation?

• POST – Sciencewise
• New Labour political ideology
• Post-Fordism  ‘knowledge/network’ society



The Value of Publics to Policy and 
Science

• Able contributors with valuable insights

• Social and economic benefits

• A ‘stabilising effect’

• Science as suffering from a ‘technocratic 
governance’

• Making science more ‘socially-robust’

• Democratizing science



Public Engagement in University 
Contexts

• A commitment for all academics to publicly interface

• A network of Beacons for Public Engagement
– Visibility, transparency, accountability

– Social inclusion, social cohesion
• Issues of promissory rhetoric/re-inventing the wheel/a lack of an 

academic discourse/scholarship for engagement/disparate 
institutional foci/claims of faddishness

– Not just dissemination of research but co-investment and 
co-production

– From ‘ivory’ to open – a public academe?

– Engagement as a new heuristic?



Engagement to Impact

• A means and facet of impact

• Dialogue making possible a cartography of 
impact

• Which public(s)

– Stakeholders, new knowledge partners

• Impact a precondition of research funding and 
UoA for REF 2014



HEIs: less public more corporate?

• The marketization and massification of Higher 
Education

• Universities competitors in a free market 
economy

• From critical learning institutions to service-
providers

• For social scientists – two cultures of academe 
and government



Impact Capture – social sciences

• More difficult to evidence impact for s.s
– No final product or tangible evidence

• Distinction between ‘blue skies’ and ‘applied’ 
research

• Impact ‘pathways’ are non-linear, plural, 
accumulative/long histories and maybe 
entirely incidental/haphazard

• Multiple versions of impact
– Negative impact?



Issues for impact capture

• About people not publications

• Not just dissemination

• Beneficiaries or users?

• Impact language confusing and alien

– Qualifiers such as ‘extent’, ‘significance’, 
‘transformative nature’

• Granularity



Issues for Impact Capture 2

• Time-scale

• Transient and short-term nature of research 
contracts

• Individual or collective – how is this weighted

• Ownership

• Professional hierarchies mitigating against the 
potential for impact work

• Difficulty in tracking beyond immediate 
stakeholder groups/partners



Issues for Social Science

• Assessment
– case-study approach, disciplinary handicap

• Danger of overt instrumentality or over-
intimacy with government

• Loss of critical focus

• Social science research is more applicable to 
public policy than commercially relevant –
however – and this is massively time-
consuming (Hughes 2011)



Strategies for impact capture – going 
forward

• Developing an impact portfolio/log
• Identification and integration into informal knowledge networks

– Exploitation of Web 2.0 technologies

• Consistent dialogue
• Commissioned/contract research
• Partnership building between academics, think tanks, media 

organizations and NGOs
• Greater investment in research infrastructure – continued 

investment in research centres
• Demonstrating impact is not the resting ground of research but 

genesis of new potential research avenues
• Hybrid models of academic/consultancy research
• Working paper series



Recent pronouncements

• ‘A process of discovery’ - Rick Rylance CE (AHRC)
• ‘We’ve all got to justify what we do’ - David 

Sweeney (Director of Research, Innovation and 
Skills HEFCE)

• Research that is critical of government can have 
as much impact as that which supports
– Academics will not get away with fairy-stories - Paul 

Wiles (Chair of REF pilot Social Work and Social Policy)

• ‘Impact will be around for ever . . . but I’m not 
sure what it will be called next’ Astrid Wissenberg 
(ESRC Director of Partnerships and 
Communications)
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